
Year 5 Spelling Programme

Week Phoneme Spellings

1 a acropolis (top, city) astronaut (star,
sailor)

astronomer (star)

asterisk (star) clarity (clear) clarify (clear)

abandon plaid timbre

guarantee natural (birth) unfathomable (not,
able)

2 ay accommodate appreciate communicate
(together)

available exclaim (out, shout) neighbour

retain (again, hold) sustain (hold) maintain (hold)

obtain (hold) data straight

3 e experience experiment sentence

length berry bury

led lead head

leisure military exploit

4 ee proceed precede (before) achieve

prophecy prophesy stationary

stationery ceiling serial

appreciate video (see) vehicle

5 i position minute building

compliment complement profit

prophet physical busiest (most)

busier (more) fizzier (more) fizziest (most)

6 ie cyclone criticise bridle

bridal isle aisle



prior priority disqualify

via recognise (again,
know)

mighty (adjective)
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7 o competition
(together)

conscience cognition (know)

biography (life,
writing)

biology (life) contrary (against)

controversy
(against, turn)

contradict (against,
say)

restaurant

cough yacht involved (around,
past)

8 oe impose (put) propose (put) goal

toes biosphere (life) co-operate
(together)

coexist (together) dough hydrogen

dispose (put) postpone (after) postscript (after,
writing)

9 u pronunciation maximum minimum

subsequent
(below)

substitution develop

stomach accompany government

ambiguous (both) ambidextrous (both) unreliable (not,
able)

10 ue volume newest (most) nuisance

communicate
(together)

community
(together)

duo (two)

duet (two) duplicate (two) fugitive (escape)

refuge (escape) refugee (escape) queue

11 ar bargain marvellous parliament

carnivore (flesh,
eat)

incarnate (flesh) carnal (flesh)



draft draught disastrous

staff calm charted (past)

12 er concur neighbour transferred (across,
carry)

alter altar preserve

reserve reverse (again,
turn)

introvert (turn)

controversy
(against, turn)

extrovert (outside,
turn)

amateur

13 or morning according forty

awkward forecast (before) foreboding (before)

automatic (self) autograph (self
writing)

automobile (self)

brought mourning (present) scornful (full)

14 ow aloud allowed (past) encounter

now plough foundation

bough drought outcome

shout shouting (present) uncrowded (not,
past)

15 f profit prophet physical

cough rough definite

familiar (family) foreign forty

insufficient (not) interfere (between) sporty (adjective)

16 g category government programme

plague guarantee vague

recognise (know) signature significant

disgraceful (away,
full)

unguarded (not,
past)

grateful (full)

17 j prejudice (before,
judge)

exaggerate genesis (origin)



generate (origin) genetic (origin) privilege

vegetable budget advantage

exchange logic rigid

18 k compliment complement recognise (again,
know)

antibiotic (against,
life)

anticlockwise
(against)

accommodate (do,
with)

accompany (do,
with)

equipped (past) equipment

sacrifice secretary queue

19 l principle principal parliament

isle aisle individual

physical muscle vegetable

soldier sincerely (adverb) explanation

20 m mischievous rhythm stomach

system temperature solemn

immediately recommend (again) programme

commit (together,
send)

dominant merit

21 p competition
(together)

correspond
(together)

desperate

develop apparent appreciate

disappear (away) inappropriate (not) explanation

supernatural
(higher, nat)

envelope separate

22 r remember cemetery foreign

harass hindrance prejudice (judge)

wrap correspond
(together)

rhythm

profession programme pronunciation



23 s prophecy prophesy guest

guessed (past) past passed (past)

sincerely sacrifice section (cut)

dissect (cut) whistle civil (city)

24 t recent not knot

past passed (past) definite

desperate doubt definite

identity attached (past) sensitive (feel)

25 w wary weary where

language persuade (entirely) equipped (past)

aquarium (water) aquatic (water) aqueduct (water,
lead)

equipment acquire require

26 z buzz suppose advise (see)

devise (see recognise (again,
know)

desert

dessert zapping (present) ooze

cosmos (universe) cosmic (universe) revise (see)

27 ch achieve attached (past) watch

match amateur opportunity

patient capture miniature

question century (hundred) natural (birth)

28 sh brochure comprehension expression (out)

stationary stationery dictionary (say)

conscience conscious appreciate

section (cut) parachute (beside) contradiction
(against, say)

29 ay exaggerate persuade (entirely) decade (ten)

activate (do) exhale (out) anticipate



beige stationary stationery

ancient labour (work) basic

30 ee wary weary mischievous

committee
(together, send)

accompany
(together)

conceive

perceive (entirely,
take)

medium (middle) medieval (middle)

mediocre (middle) hierarchy (rule) feelings (present,
plural)

31 er adverb (word) proverb (word) altar

alter alternate alternative

interaction
(between, do)

internal (between) inferred

expert mediocre (middle) sillier (more)

32 s serial cereal ascent (climb)

assent descent (opposite,
climb)

controversy
(against, turn)

system soldier signature (mark)

advice (see) device (see) precise (before, cut)

33 t knot not recent

interrupt (between,
break)

doubtful (full) dentist

trident (three,
tooth)

triangle (three) temperature

twelfth definite committee
(together, send)

34 sh parachute (beside) confession admission (send)

international
(between, birth)

destruction
(opposite, build)

interaction
(between, do)

suspicious vicious precious

misshapen (wrong) delicious malicious (bad)



35 s correspond
(together)

mischievous desperate

precede (before) proceed principal

principle announce (word) prejudice (before,
judge)

pronunciation necessary muscle

36 sh profession competition
(together)

malfunction (bad)

prediction (before,
say)

sufficient deficient

proficient official especially

unshaded (not,
past)

artificial potential


